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THIS PDF BOOKLET IS FREE!

This is the free, low‑resolution version of Another 25 Drawings of 
Raymondo Person Standing Next to Trees and Things and Waving at 
You. If you enjoyed it, please pass your enjoyment on to your friends 
and loved ones like a disease, you unscrupulous wretch.

If you enjoyed it terribly much, you might like to purchase the 
high‑resolution version, which is not quite free but almost. You can 
enjoy Raymondo’s standings and wavings in exquisite detail, at 400dpi 
– over twice the resolution of this free version. You can print out your 
favourite drawings to put on your wall, and they won’t look like total 
arse. Plus, you’ll be supporting the artist, so that there will be more 
standings and wavings in the future.

TO PURCHASE THE HI-RES VERSION,
CLICK UPON THIS:

http://www.chickennation.com/2011/01/14/
another‑25‑drawings/

Also, at that same web address...

ORIGINAL ART IS AVAILABLE TO BUY!
BUT NOT FOR LONG

If there’s a drawing of Raymondo Person standing next to a tree, or 
some other thing, and waving at you that you’re especially fond of, 
you may be able to buy the original artwork, either as‑is, or beautifully 
painted with watercolours by the artist. The artist is properly famous 
and all. All the drawings are being made available, and at prices so low 
it causes the artist physical pain – so don’t hesitate overmuch because 
they are sure to sell like chocolate hotcakes with golden tickets, 
probably.

THANK YOU, JEREMY!

(Apologies if your name isn’t Jeremy. But if it is, that was worth it.)
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